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Small-angle neutron scattering investigations of magnetic
nanostructures and interfaces using polarized neutrons
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Abstract

Using polarized neutrons, the relative contrasts for small-angle scattering are strongly modi"ed which allows a precise
evaluation of magnetization, density and composition pro"les at surfaces and interfaces of nanoscaled materials. In Co
ferro#uids, the magnetic core behaves as a non-interacting single domain. The core is encapsulated by a shell of
surfactant molecules which was found to be impenetrable for the solvent. In soft magnetic Fe}Si}B}(Nb,Cu) and
Fe}Nb}B alloys, the presence of a weak magnetic interface between ferromagnetic nanocrystals and amorphous matrix
has been demonstrated which breaks the exchange interactions. � 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) studies
are presented on nanoscaled (n-) materials with
single-domain magnetic particles where we face the
problem that weak magnetic scattering signals have
to be analyzed besides strong contributions from
other sources or vice versa. We demonstrate that
polarized neutrons modify the relative scattering
contrasts, providing information unavailable in
conventional SANS.

2. Small-angle neutron scattering cross-sections

Elastic scattering of neutrons with wavelength
� at an angle 2� leads to the momentum transfer of
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magnitude Q"4� sin(�)/� and hence, to the phase
shift of exp(iQr). The SANS cross section is ob-
tained by summing up the scattering amplitudes of
all atoms weighted by the phase shift at each atomic
position r. The form factors for nuclear (F

�
) and

magnetic (F
�
) scattering for a particle of species

j embedded in a homogeneous matrix are given by

F
�
"�

��

dr�
�
exp(iQ ' r

�
)"��

�
<
��

f (QR),

where <
��
is the volume of the particle and f (QR)

depends only on its shape. The contrast �� is the
di!erence between the scattering length densities of
particle and matrix, ��"�

�
!�

������
. For nuclear

scattering �
�

"�c
�
b
�
/�

�
where b

�
is the nuclear

scattering length, c
�
the atomic concentration and

�
�
the atomic volume of constituent i. Similarly,

a magnetic scattering amplitude is de"ned
by �

�
"(0.27�10��� cm)�c

�
M�

�
/�

�
, where M�

�
(in Bohr magnetons) is the projection of the
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moment on a plane perpendicular to the scattering
vector Q.
For polarized neutrons where the neutron spins

are aligned antiparallel (denoted by #) or parallel
(!) to a preferred orientation z��H (where H is the
magnetic "eld vector), four types of scattering pro-
cesses have to be distinguished, two for conserving
the neutron spin (spin non-#ip scattering: snf ) and
two with reversal of the spin by the scattering
(spin-#ip scattering: sf) [1,2]. When the polariza-
tion of the scattered neutrons is not analyzed
(denoted here as SANSPOL), the intensity col-
lected in the detector contains snf and sf contribu-
tions and depends on the polarization state of
the incident neutrons, i.e. I�(Q,�)"��F�����#

��F����� and I�(Q,�)"��F� ����#��F�����,
respectively. These averages have been given in Ref.
[3] for the case where the magnetic moments and
neutron polarization are fully aligned along the
external "eld. We consider here the case of non-
perfect alignment of the magnetic moments of
a non-interacting ferromagnetic single-domain par-
ticles of saturation magnetization M�

	
embedded in

a matrix of magnetization M�
	
"cM�

	
. For such

superparamagnetic particles, the orientation distri-
bution of the magnetic moments as a function of an
e!ective magnetic "eld H


��
and temperature fol-

lows the Langevin statistics ¸(x)"coth(x)!1/x,
with the argument x"M(R	)H


��
/k

�
¹. The total

moment, M(R	), depends on the radius R	 of the
particles according to M(R	)"4�R	�m

�
/3�

���
,

where m
�
is the saturation value of the atomic mag-

netic moment. Neglecting second-order interference
e!ects between scattered and non-scattered neutrons
[4] and using the formalism presented in Ref. [5]
SANSPOL cross-sections for the case of a dilute
system of non-interacting particles are given by

I�(Q,�)"F�
�

#F�
�
2¸(x)/x

#�F�
��c�!2¸(x)c#1!

3¸(x)

x �
!2PF

�
F
�
(¸(x)!c)
sin��,

I�(Q,�)"F�
�

#F�
�
2¸(x)/x

#�F�
��c�!2¸(x)c#1!

3¸(x)

x �
#2P�F

�
F

�
(¸(x)!c)
sin� �. (1a)

� is the azimuth angle betweenH and Q and P is the
polarization de"ned by P"(n�!n�)/(n�#n�)
where n� is the number of neutrons with spin
antiparallel, and n� the number of neutrons with
spin parallel to H. The reversal of the polarization
direction is achieved with a spin-#ipper of e$ci-
ency �. The arithmetic mean of the intensities
[I�(Q,�)#I�(Q,�)]/2 corresponds to the intensity
of a non-polarized beam,

[I�(Q,�)#I�(Q,�)]/2"I(Q,�)
���������
�

"A(Q)#B(Q) sin��. (1b)

The di!erence between the intensities of the two
polarization states represents a magnetic}nuclear
cross term,

I�(Q,�)!I�(Q,�)"2P(1#�)F
�
F
�
[¸(x)!c]

�sin� �"B
���
(Q) sin� �. (1c)

Owing to the vector nature of F�
�
(Q), the scatter-

ing pro"les [Eqs. (1a)}(1c)] are anisotropic and
described by

d�/d�(Q)"A(Q)#B�(Q) sin� �. (2)

The isotropic termA(Q)"F�
�

#F�
�
2¸(x)/x is inde-

pendent of the polarization state and beside the
nuclear term F�

�
contains an additional term of

magnetic origin (which vanishes for ¸(x)/x"0 i.e.
for complete alignment of all moments along H).
The anisotropic part B�(Q) is di!erent for the two
polarization states. The cross-term B

���
(Q) in Eq.

(1c) is linear in the magnetic amplitude. Thus, with
polarized neutrons it is possible to determine the
absolute value of the magnetic contrast with re-
spect to the nuclear contrast, i.e. magnetization and
compositions of particles and matrix. The ratio
"F

�
/F

�
between the magnetic and nuclear form

factors is directly related to the intensity ratio of
both polarization directions (`#ipping- ratioa FR)
for Q perpendicular to H (�"�/2),

FR"

I�(Q�H)

I�(Q�H)

"

1#2P�(¸(x)!c)#e(x)�
1!2P(¸(x)!c)#e(x)�

, (3)

where e"[1#c�!2¸(x)c!¸(x)/x]. The quant-
ities I�(Q) can be measured very precisely from
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Table 1
Scattering length densities as obtained from a "t to a shell model using the bulk value of �

�
(nuclear) "2.53�10�� cm�� for Co

Sample Content � (solvent) �
�
(mag) � (mag) �

�
(shell)

C
	
D



10�� cm�� 10�� cm�� 10�� cm�� 10�� cm��

(%) SANSPOL SANS

AF2 100 5.65 4.29 4.38 0.56
AF4 43 3.0 4.5 5.3 0.3
AF3 14 1.6 1.52 1.62 0.9
AF1 0 0.97 0.94 1.24 0.8

the analysis of the whole 2D pattern according to
Eq. (2). Consequently, the magnitude of  can be
determined much more accurately by SANSPOL
than for non-polarized neutrons, for which
��"[B(Q)/A(Q)]���.

3. Experimental

SANS measurements have been performed at the
instrument V4 installed at the BERII reactor of
HMI, Berlin. A horizontal magnetic "eld of
strength up to 1.1 T was applied at the sample
position, oriented perpendicular to the incoming
neutrons. Polarized neutrons (n�) are provided by
a transmission polarizing super-mirror cavity. The
polarization direction is reversed using a spin #ip-
per in front of the sample. The SANSPOL option,
which can be set without any modi"cation of the
instrument alignment, is characterized by a high-
neutron #ux of more than 30% of non-polarized
neutrons, a high degree of polarization (P'90%)
at all accessible wavelengths and by the high e$-
ciency of the spin #ipper (�'95%) [6]. The relia-
bility of this option has been demonstrated recently
by comparing the results of a SANSPOL study on
magnetic glass ceramics to those of a conventional
SANS study [3].

4. Cobalt ferro6uids

`Ferro#uidsa are colloidal magnetic solution
where ferromagnetic nanosized particles are sur-
rounded by organic chain molecules which act as
surfactant and prevent the coagulation. We per-

formed a SANS study on dilute solutions (1 vol%)
of Co}(C

��
}H

��
}N}O

�
) in four di!erent mixtures

of protonated and deuterated toluene, denoted as
AF1}AF4 (Table 1). In a "rst conventional SANS
study of the sample AF4 nuclear and magnetic
scattering contributions have been extracted and
analyzed in terms of number-distributions N(R) of
non-interacting spherical particles. For the mag-
netic contribution a maximum ofN

���
(R) appeared

at R"3.3 nm whereas from the nuclear contribu-
tion, which is dominated by the high level of the
incoherent background (mainly from hydrogen
contained in the solvent and surfactant) a bimodal
distribution had to be assumed with maxima at
R

�
"1.12 nm and R

�
"4.9 nm.

The two-dimensional SANSPOL pattern for
AF4 shown in Fig. 1 are highly anisotropic with
a dramatic change of the aspect ratios for the two
polarization states. We emphasize the particularity
that only for the polarization state I� a maximum
appears in the outer part of the patterns. The di!er-
ence signal (I�!I�) of Fig. 1 shows the sin� �
behavior expected from Eq. (1c) with negligible
intensity along the direction of the magnetic "eld.
Note the negative values in the inner part and
positive values in the outer part. The SANSPOL
intensities perpendicular to the applied "eld
I�(Q�H) as obtained by an adjustment of the 2-d
pattern to the angular dependence given in Eq. (2)
are compared for the di!erent solvents in Fig. 2a. In
the fully (AF2) and partly deuterated solvents (AF4,
AF3) pronounced maxima occur only for I�(Q�H)
whereas I�(Q�H) decreases always continuously
with increasing Q. The position of the maximum
of I�(Q�H) shifts to lower Q for increasing
content of hydrogen. The cross-term B

���
reverses
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Fig. 1. SANSPOL patterns in Co ferro#uid AF4 for neutron
spins antiparallel (I�) and parallel (I�) to the horizontal "eld of
strengthH"1.1 T. The arithmetic mean [(I�)#(I�)]/2 corres-
ponds to the 2D pattern of non-polarized neutrons. The di!er-
ence (I�)!(I�) yields the interference term [Eq. (1c)] with
negative values in the center (green}blue).

Fig. 2. SANSPOL of Co ferro#uids in di!erent mixtures of
C

	
D



}C

	
H



. (a) Intensities I�(Q�H) (solid symbols) and

I�(Q�H) (open symbols). Solid lines: Fit according to a shell
model using the parameters Table 1. (b) Flipping ratio.

the sign from negative values below Q"0.61 nm��

to positive values above, with a maximum
at Q"0.8 nm�� (Fig. 3). For Q larger than
1.35 nm��, B

���
is zero, which proves that there

is no magnetic contribution left. The ferro#uid
AF1 in a fully protonated solvent shows only
a splitting of I�(Q�H) and I�(Q�H) below
Q"1 nm��, where I�(Q�H)'I�(Q�H). The
#ipping ratio FR derived from Eq. 3 (Fig. 2b) are
di!erent for each solvent at low Q but follow nearly
the same Q dependence at high Q. This indicates
that the surface of the magnetic Co particles must
be surrounded by a layer of almost constant density
di!erent from that of the solvent.
While from non-polarized neutrons size distribu-

tions corresponding to individual nuclear and
magnetic units are derived, polarized neutrons
show that both contributions must result from
a `compositea particle built up by a magnetized
core of Co atoms surrounded by a nonmagnetic
surface layer. As the simplest description for such
a `compositea we use a shell model consisting of
a sphere with an inner core radius R	 surrounded
by a concentric shell of radius R. The form factor is

given by

F
	�
��

(Q)"[(��
�
!��

�
) f

	��
(QR	)

#��
�
f
	��

(QR)]<
�

with

f
	��

(x)"3[sin(x)!x cos(x)] x��. (4)

The scattering contrasts with respect to the matrix
are di!erent for the magnetic core and non-magnetic
shell and given by ����

�
"����

�
$����

�
!�

������
and

��
�
"����

�
!�

������
, respectively. In the present

case, only ����
�

depends on the polarization.
The intensities were calculated according to
I(Q�H)"N

�
�F�

	�
��
(Q,R)N(R	) dR, (N

�
is the

number density of particles in the beam), assuming
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Fig. 3. Cross-term B
���
(Q) for Co ferro#uid AF4 as a function

of Q at H"1.1T (�), 0.85T (£), 0.25T (�), 0.06 T (�) and 0T
(�). Insert: Field variation of the ratio B

���
(Q,H))/

B
���

(Q,H"1.1 T) (symbols) follows the Langevin behavior for
non-interacting single-domains particles of �R�"3.7 nm (solid
line).

a log-normal number distribution of the core
radius N(R	) and a constant thickness of the shell,
i.e. R"R	#dR. The parameters N

�
, R	, dR and

the width of the size distribution s were constrained
to be identical for both polarization states and the
contrasts ����

�
and ��

�
have been adjusted in

a non-linear least-squares "tting routine. The solid
lines in Fig. 2 represent the calculated intensities
I�(Q�H). It turned out that for all solvents this
simple model function lead to consistent para-
meters, i.e. a rather sharp distribution N(R	) corre-
sponding to a volume weighted average of the core
radius of �R	�"3.7 nm and a constant thickness of
the shell of dR"2.47 nm. We emphasize that from
non-polarized neutrons alone it would not have
been possible to derive the shell model due to the
very low nuclear contrast beside the high incoher-
ent background. The "rst maximum of the size

distribution of spheres as obtained from classical
SANS must therefore be arti"cial and re#ects in
fact half of the thickness of the shell.
The scattering length densities resulting from "ts

of both polarization states using the same model
function are included in Table 1. The values of
�
�
for the shell of the same order of magnitude as

calculated for densely packed surfactant molecules
(�

�
"0.33�10�� cm��) and do not depend signi"-

cantly on the solvent composition. This supports
strongly the conclusion that the organic surfactant
is nearly impenetrable for the solvent in a shell of
thickness of about 2.4 nm i.e. that the Co-core is
not in direct contact with the solvent. The values of
�
�
(mag) in AF2 and AF4 experimentally derived

at H"1.1 T correspond closely to �
�
(mag)"

4.14�10�� cm�� expected for bulk Co (m
�
"

1.715�
�
/atom, �

��
(Co)"0.01099 nm�/at.) Dis-

crepancies appeared in the samples AF1 and
AF3 where much lower values for �

�
(mag)

were found. The reason for such anomalous low
values is not yet clear; it might result from a lower
particle density, to some oxidation, or to non-mag-
netic amorphous surface layers as reported for
magnetic glass ceramics [7]. For the solvent com-
position AF4 the cross-term B

���
(Q,H) has been

evaluated for di!erent values of the external mag-
netic "eld and plotted in Fig. 3. The ratio
B
���
(Q,H)/B

���
(Q,H"1.1¹) was found to be con-

stant for all values of Q, theH-dependence of which
follow roughly a Langevin function calculated as-
suming spherical Co particles with �R�"3.7 nm
(inset Fig. 3). This is in good agreement with the
prediction of Eq. (1c) (for the diamagnetic matrix
c"M�

	
/M�

	
"0) and with �R	� obtained from the

model "t.

5. Weak magnetic interfaces in soft magnetic
metallic glasses

Nanocrystalline Fe}Si}B-based alloys with
small additions of Cu, Nb or W and Fe}M}B
alloys (M:Zr,Nd,Hf) produced by controlled
annealing of melt-spun amorphous alloys are
well-known for their excellent soft magnetic
properties. A conventional SANS study [8]
on Fe

��
��
Si

�����
B

���	
Nb

����
Cu

����
revealed the
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Fig. 4. Intensities I�(Q�H), I�(Q�H), I
���

and I
���

for
Fe}Si}B}Nb}Cu. Solid lines: "t with shell model using the
parameters shown in the inset.

presence of a high volume fraction of ultra-"ne
grained Fe

�
Si particles embedded in an amorphous

matrix and suggested the presence of a weakly
magnetic or paramagnetic interface [5]. SAN-
SPOL allows us to study the presumed interface
using a sample with a very low fraction of Fe

�
Si

nanocrystals of about 1 vol%. The intensities
I���(Q�H) are plotted in Fig. 4. For both polariza-
tion states a pronounced maximum occurs around
Q"0.4 nm��, i.e. at the same position at which
a shoulder is found in the nuclear contribution
A(Q), as obtained separately from the sum signal
(Eq. (1b)). The cross-term B

���
(Q)'0, i.e. the sign

of  must be positive. In the diluted alloy where
inter-particle interference e!ects can certainly be
neglected the observed maxima must be related
to the particle form-factor itself. We use again the
simple shell model [Eq. (5)] where both the con-
trast ���

�
"����

�
$����

�
!�

������
for the core and

����
�

"����
�

$����
�

!�
������

for the shell depend
on the polarization state since the matrix is

ferromagnetic, i.e. ���
������

"����
������

$����
������

. The inten-
sities were calculated assuming R	"nR (solid lines in
Fig. 4) leading to the contrasts ����

�
and ����

�
reported in Table 2. Nuclear and magnetic contrast
are derived according to �����

�
"0.5(����

�
#����

�
)

and �����
�

"0.5(����
�

!����
�
), respectively, with

much higher precision than from non-polarized
SANS using the same model function. (see Table 2).
The ratio between the magnetic contrasts of core
and shell is given by �����

�
/�����

�
"(1!c)/(c!d)

and depends only on the ratio c"����
������

/����
�

and d"����
�

/����
�

. Using c"0.7 as obtained
from saturation magnetization of Fe

�
Si and of

the amorphous alloy of matrix composition we
derive a very low value of d"0.35. Using the
theoretical values of ����

�
"7.45�10�� cm�� and

����
�

"3�10�� cm�� the scattering length densit-
ies are obtained in absolute units from Table 2 and
presented in the inset of Fig. 4, which shows the
depletion of �

�
. Using a more realistic density pro-

"le corresponding to a di!usion zone gives very
similar results [9].
A comprehensive study of the evolution of

the microstructure during annealing is cur-
rently undertaken in the soft magnetic alloy
Fe

��
��
Nb

���	
B

�����
prepared by planar #ow cast-

ing [10]. As an example, we present in Fig. 5 the
SANS result obtained after annealing at 5103C
for 1 h. Here again, the nuclear scattering con-
tribution is nearly by one order of magnitude lower
than the magnetic contribution. The SANSPOL
intensities are very close to each other but
I�(Q�H) is always higher than I�(Q�H). Corre-
spondingly, the cross-term B

���
(Q) is very weak but

clearly it presents a maximum at Q"0.4 nm�� in
contrast to the curve calculated according to
2P(1#�)(I

���
(Q)I

���
(Q))��� from SANS results.

Fitted parameters using the shell model are
reported in Table 2. The nuclear contrast from
nanocrystalline BCC-Fe embedded in the amorph-
ous matrix turned out to be extremely low. Note
the much higher values of �����

�
from SANS with

respect to that of the SANSPOL analysis. This
discrepancy indicates the presence of some non-
magnetic impurity phase like oxides. The nuclear
form-factor of such particles does not interfere with
the magnetic form-factor of the Fe crystallites and
hence would not contribute to B

���
(Q). From the
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Table 2
Contrasts [a.u.] from SANSPOL and SANS adjustments using log-normal distributions corresponding to average radii
�R�"[�N(R)R� dR/�N(R) dR]���

�R� ����
�

����
�

�����
�

�����
�

�����
�

�����
�

(nm) SANSPOL SANSPOL SANS SANS

Fe}Si}B
Core 5.37 !3.42 2.59 !0.42 !3.0 !1.1 !2.8
Shell 6.9 4.32 !2.47 0.93 3.39 0.98 3.5

Fe}Nb}B
Core 3.84 4.04 !3.93 0.03 3.98 1.31 3.77
Shell 6.13 !1.40 1.23 !0.08 !1.31 !0.04 !1.36

Fig. 5. SANSPOL intensities I�(Q�H), I�,(Q�H) and B
���
(Q)

compared to SANS results I
���

, I
���

for soft magnetic Fe}Nb}B.
The deviation of the cross-term B

���
(Q) from 3.5(I

���
I
���

)���
(solid line) indicates the presence of an additional non-magnetic
phase.

ratio �����
�

/�����
�

"2.9, we derive again a low
value of d"0.6 assuming c"0.7 as in the cases of
Fe}Si}B}Cu}Nb alloy.

6. Summary

In SANSPOL the relative contrasts are strongly
modi"ed which allows any chemical or magnetiz-
ation gradients to be established more precisely

than in conventional SANS. The examples present-
ed show that a simple shell model reproduces the
basic features of such pro"les. Co ferro#uids consist
of `composite particlesa formed by a magneticore7
of average radius of �R	�"3.7 nm and surrounded
by a shell of organic surfactant which, within
a thickness of 2.4 nm is nearly impenetrable for the
solvent. Superparamagnetic behavior of the diluted
ferro#uids was demonstrated to results from
non-interacting single-domain Co particles. In both
investigated soft magnetic alloys a concentration
pro"le was found to extend up to R+1.25R	
around the nanocrystals, which results from enrich-
ment of Nb at the surface of the particles. The
magnetization decreases to very low values within
this interface, i.e. the direct ferromagnetic exchange
interactions with the amorphous matrix must be
strongly reduced leaving only weak magnetostatic
couplings.
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